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• “What Could Go Wrong With a ‘Voice to Parliament’? A Lot”
“Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese, together with all the state and territory premiers have 
officially backed an Indigenous “voice” to parliament, to advise parliament and the federal 
government on policy matters. He says it is a priority for his government to secure this successful 
constitutional referendum in the second half of this year. In past referenda, federal governments 
fostered debate by providing pamphlets giving the official cases for and against the proposed changes. 
At this time, however, debate is being stifled by implying that anyone having a concern for such a 
proposal might be a racist.”
www.theepochtimes.com/what-could-go-wrong-with-a-voice-to-parliament-a-lot_5048067.html 

• “Commission Threatens to Undermine How Religious Schools Work”
“On Jan. 27, the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) released a consultation paper on its 
inquiry into religious, educational institutions and anti-discrimination laws. The Terms of Reference 
outlined in the paper require the ALRC to develop proposals for protection against discrimination of 
students and staff while ensuring that religious educational institutions “can continue to build a 
community of faith.” However, on Feb. 13, a letter signed by the leaders of all major faiths addressed 
to the federal Attorney-General Mark Dreyfus (pdf) conveyed their “deep disappointment” at the 
proposals.”
www.theepochtimes.com/hypocrisy-leading-to-an-attack-on-religious-freedom_5061751.html 

• “Australian Police Killings Deemed Terror Attack, Linked to ‘Christian Extremism’”
“The siege that claimed the lives of two police officers and an innocent bystander has been deemed a 
“religiously-motivated terrorist attack” by Queensland Police.”
www.theepochtimes.com/australian-police-killings-deemed-terror-attack-linked-to-christian-
extremism_5061705.html 
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